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REAPING THE TORAH THROUGH A WOMAN'S EYES
Based on THE FIW BOOKS OF MIRUM

DESCRIPTION OF LECTURE:
Drawing from her book, The Five Books of Miriam, Dr. Ellen Frankel presents the Torah
through a prism of women's voices, including Our Mothers, Our Bubbes, the Rabbis, the
Sages in Our Own Timeo as well as a host of biblical women such as Lilith the Rebel,
Mother Rachel, Wily Rebecca, and Dinah the Wounded One. She explores how new
questions can uncover ancient secrets, how modern research and scholarship can shed new
light on the past, and how today's women can engage in conversation with their biblical
counterparts. Frankel's work is a blend of feminism, Jewish tradition, and what she calls
"Folk Torah."

RELATED TOPICS:
Finding the Lost Voices of Jewish Women
Feminist Midrash
Parashat Ha-Shavuah: Discussion of current week's Torah portion
Bad Girls in the Bible

TIIE BIBLE FOR JEWISH CHILDREN
Based on The JPS Illustrated Children's Bihle

Based on her award-winning JPS Illustruted Children's Bible, Frankel engages audiences of
all ages, from pre-school to parents, with the most popular stories found in the Hebrew
Bible, challenging them with questions and entertaining them with a lively slideshow of
color illustrations. Her presentations include a brief introduction to the history of children's
Bibles, comments about midrash and biblical interpretation, and a brief discussion about the
difference between the Jewish and Christian Bible. Each presentation is tailored
appropriately to the age and knowledge of the audience. (See separate sheet for more
detailed descriptions of programs.)



JEWISH SYMBOLS
Based on THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF.IEWISH SYMBOLS

DESCRIPTION OF' LECTURE:
Wherever Jews have wandered, they have borrowed symbols from their host cultures--the
kiddush cup from the Romans, the Jewish star from alchemists, spiceboxes from medieval
Europe, the hamsa from North Africa. How these "imports" have been "Judairr,d" is a
fascinating story. Drawing from her book, Encyclopedia of Jewish Symbols, which she co-
authored with anist-calligrapher Betsy Teutsch, Dr. Ellen Frankel shares some of the
chapters of this story, including the symbols of Jewish superstition such as the "keyna hor4"
the evil eye, and the color red.

RELATED TOPICS:
The Evil Eye, Hamsas and Other Jewish Superstitions
Symbols of the Jewish Home
Symbols of the Jewish Holidays (tied to current season)

A Guided Tour of Your Sanctuary
Jewish Women's Symbols

JEWISH STORYTELLING
Based on THE CIASSIC TALES: FOaR THOUSAND YEARS OF JEWISH LORE

DESCRIPTION OT' LECTURE
Throughout their long history, Jews have been superb storytellers. The Bible, Talmud,
Midrash, andZohar are filled with stories about human foibles, heroic deeds, and divine
salvation. Alongside these rabbinic texts is a parallel tradition of the Jewish folktale,
inspired by the folklore of every culture where Jews have lived. Populated by supernatural
creatures, wonder-working rabbis, fools, tricksters, sages, and sinners, these tales have
transmitted Jewish wit and wisdom for a hundred generations. Frankel's program explores
this varied and rich tradition, covering many countries, sources, and eras of Jewish history.

Jewish Tales of Love and Romance presents folktales dramatizing the oldest story on earth:
how men and women fall in and out of love, forge bonds and break them, tanscend all odds
to find their o'beshert" (intended), and triumph over adversity through the power of love.
This program features tales spanning the entire spectrum of Jewish lore--from talmudic
stories to hasidic tales, from Ashkenazi, Sephardi, and oriental sources.

RELATED TOPICS:
Lost Women, Lost Tales
Jewish Ethics through Jewish Tales
Monsters, Werewolves and Other Supernatural Creatures (children)
The Tradition of the Jewish Folktale



ART AND THE HEBREW BIBLE
Based on THE ILLUSTRATED HEBREW BIBLE

DESCRIPTION OF LECTURE
This lecture is based on Frankel's lavishly illustrated coffeetable book, The lllustrated
Hebrew Bible, consisting of 75 narratives from the Hebrew Bible---40 from the Torah and
the remainder from the Prophets and Writings, retold in gender-sensitive modern American
English, and illustrated with over 100 full-color images drawn from Christian and Jewish art
spanning several millennia. The book includes fine art, folk art, archeological artifacts,
illuminated manuscripts, sculpture.

The Double Bind of fewish Art: Taboo and Commandmenf. This lecfure looks at
Judaism's ambivalence about making graven images vs. embellishing and beautiSing the
observance and presentation of Jewish life. The author also compares Jewish and Christian
art using her book as a focus.

A HISTORY OF JEWISH BOOKS AIYD PUBLISHING

TOPICS:

From Sparh to Fire: How Jewish Books Are Born-A discussion of the process of
acquiring and producing a Jewish book-from submission to evaluation to development
of the manuscript to production and distribution. Among the questions covered are-how
are good books spotted and chosen; how do the editor and author negotiate over the
"soul" of the creative process; how does a book take shape when it goes from words into
the physical form of a bound book; how does a book get to market?

Jewish Literacy: How do Jews read texts? Is it different from the way other people read?
How has the way Jews read evolved over the centuries-and why? Who are the
gatekeepers of Jewish books-i.e. who decides which books are bought, taught,
discussed, promoted? What should Jews be reading today? How has the Internet affected
Jewish reading habits and the Jewish marketplace?

The History of Jewish Publishing: What did Jews read in the early years of their history in
America? Who produced books for Jews-and why? How did Jews break into publishing
and what is their role today?


